
brief notices

the niche of lights by abu hamid al will and god strikes similitudes
ghazalighazalaGhazali trans david buchman brigham for men and god has knowledge
young university press 1998 of everything 1

abu hamid al ghazalighazala AD 1058 1111 in the first chapters al ghazalighazala devel-
opsis a pivopivotaltaltai figure in the history of islamic a metaphysics of light xxxii
founded the cardinal doctrine ofthought whether his work is seen as hav-

ing

upon
islam that god is the alone along waya negative impact or as is far more
ghazalighazala discusses the whichprocess bycommon a positive one he was famous
one achieves nearness to god andin his time as a master of islamic
thereby greater comprehension of hisjurisprudence which defined correct
essence as the one true light it is a processpractice and doctrine which defined
that involves inner andorthodox belief but his own spiritual purification
meditating on the qualities of things inquest convinced him that salvation was

the visible world xxxiiixxxiii as a means tonot to be obtained merely by slavish
comprehend the nature ofunseen realmsadherence to a code of conduct or intel-

lectual A for theassent to a creed but rather in the methodology interpreting
similitudes of the isimagery or quranfirsthand experience of the divine toward

thus elaborated with andwhich the beliefs and practices of islam specific images
vignettes from that book serving aswere oriented but often went unrealized

in the third and finalexamples chapteral ghazalis quest for a fully actualized
al ghazalighazala explains the called veilsspiritual life led him to the disciplines of so
hadith a saying by the prophet muham-
mad

meditation on the divine essence and
that employs both the imagery ofreflection upon the inner meanings of the

light to describe god and the imageryislamic revelations as contained in both
of veils to indicate the various levels ofthe quran and the sayings of the prophet
insight required to comprehend god fullymuhammad the niche of lights written

the niche of lights is a relatively shortin the latter part of his career is a lumi-
nous

book that can be read in one or two sit-
tings

example of al ghazalis personal
the translation itself is just 53 pageseffort to understand certain of those reve-

lations it is an excellent example of a text in thein their richest sense
islamic sufi or mystical tradition andthe focus of attention in the first two
will be read with interest by those whochapters of the niche of lights isis a
wish to learn more about this aspect ofour anic passage widely known as the
islamic faith and practice professor

light verse
buchman has produced a translation that

god is the light of the heavens is not wooden yet is literal and employs
and the earth the likeness of his technical terms consistently thus the
light is as a niche wherein is a lamp translation paired with the arabic text on
the lamp in a glass the glass as it facing pages provides an opportunity for
were a glittering star kindled from a students of arabic to hone their reading
blessed tree an olive that is neither skills while exploring an engaging text
of the east nor of the west whose from medieval islam finally the niche
oil well high would shine even if of lights affords an opportunity to view a
no fire touched it light upon light muslim spiritual master at work not
god guides to his light whom he merely expounding a theory of worship
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informed by imagination and oriented in choosing articles that have salience in
toward becoming but actually carry-
ing

countries outside of the essays immedi-
ateit out in the very act of writing these subject matter although all but three

meditations of the articles deal with specific countries
morgan davis and not the region as a whole the ideas and

insights that they present are often applic-
able

i A J arberry the koran inter-
preted to other areas of the middle east fornew york macmillan 1955

example the essay by diane singerman
2425 networks jobs and everyday life in

cairo highlights the important role
played by formal and informal networks
inin gaining employment in the face of a

everyday life in the muslim middle eaeastbastt large bureaucracy and a dearth of jobs
edited by donna lee bowen and while the article deals exclusively with
evelyn A early 2dad ed indiana univer egypt family social and political net-

workssity press 2001 also have a significant role in much
of the rest of the middle east

in the second edition of everyday life among my favorite articles are brian
in the muslim middle east donna lee barbers politics politics and more poli-

ticsbowen and evelyn A early have reintro-
duced

youth life experiences in the gaza
this often confusing region inin a strip jon W andersons internet

clear and concise manner rather than islam new media of the islamic refor-
mationseeking to describe every aspect of every and an article that was included

country in the middle east bowen and in the first edition michael E jansens
early have included essays that focus on an american woman on the hajj
the everyday activities of the muslim each of these essays deals with issues that
people of the region this approach are important yet often overlooked or
works well in introducing the reader to misunderstood by the western reader
the struggles feelings and daily routine barbers article describes the intense
of the inhabitants of this area politicalization that has occurred in gaza

the book is presented in much the and its impact on the palestinian youths
same way as the first edition divided into perceived realities and hopes for the
five sections generations and life pas future anderson looks at the way in
sages gender relations home commu-
nity

which a new technology the internet has
and work popular expression of been effectively used to furtherfarthermarther islamic

religion and performance and entertain-
ment

discourse and what effect this might have
while the book retains the success-

ful
on islam jansens piece is a personal nar-
rativeformat of the first edition it of the pilgrimage to mecca

introduces twenty three new narratives As indicated in the title of the book
stories and studies each essay and sec-

tion
the essays are about the muslim middle

contributes to the weaving of a tapes-
try

east perhaps one of the most unique
that reflects the realities of middle attributes of the middle east is the impact

eastern societies to complement the religion has on the culture identity and
articles and to give relevant background politics of the region the book contains
bowen and early have written an inforanfor many articles that effectively describe the
mativeamative introduction to each section as extent that islam influences and perme-

ateswell as comments that precede each indi-
vidual

the everyday life of the modern mid-
dlepiece easterner young womens sexuality

given the size and disparities of the in tunisia the health consequences of
middle east the authors have done well misinformation among university stu


